
When bees thrive – we all thrive.

Bees Protection & Well-being
The 7-Star and Advanced14-Star Bee Setup

The SD25 B is a product developed by the IPC EUROPE team 
for the Protection and Well-being of bees. Made in Germany.

The work of bees and their importance, which biology studies show, especially 
following the food chain for hundreds of thousands of years, are mostly neglected by our 

society and their significance is underestimated. Beekeepers in particular are aware of this 
situation and the bees’ important task.

We are now facing a turning point that is barely noticed or is even ignored by the majority of
our society. The massive death of bees and other insects has become a problem worldwide

yet humanity generally does not seem to be aware of the  far-reaching consequences. 
Bees are a keystone species, a species that effects our ecosystem greatly.

If something drastic doesn't change this trend soon, we could experience a worldwide 
catastrophe, which will have major effects on our food chain. In fact this catastrophe has 

already started yet goes widely unnoticed by authorities and the population. This is 
comparable to the poisoning of the oceans, and we cannot seem to count on any positive 

actions from the politicians and big industry.

The supposed causes of bee death: the ever increasing use of so-called crop 
protection products like pesticides, fungicides, 

molluscicides, herbicides, etc.
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In addition, the frequencies of electric magnetic radiation networks are very likely to damage
insects, plants, animals and humans through the microwave radiation 

created by 4G and 5G. 

Bees are also endangered and damaged by numerous bee pests such as 
varroa mites and predators.

In particular so-called pesticides and electromagnetic radiation can impair the bees' sense 
of orientation to such an extent that they cannot even find their way back to the hive.

These toxic substances and microwaves also interfere with the “Bee Dance”.  A Bee Dance is
a type of behavior performed by scout bees returning from a hunt for food outside the hive.

Each dance pattern contains resource location instructions for the other bees. The
interference confuses and jumbles the meaningfulness of the communication being relayed

regarding these food sources so they can no longer be found.
The IPC EUROPE team worked intensively on solutions whose purpose is to 

stop "Bee Death".

We have succeeded in developing a maintenance-free, long-lasting product which is very 
effective without chemistry and is easy to use.

The device: SD25 B Bees Protection & Well-being.
https://protectpro.net/bees-protection/
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There are an estimated 115,000 – 125,000 beekeepers in the United States.* 
The vast majority are hobbyists with less than 25 hives. Commercial beekeepers are those

with 300 or more hives. The number of U.S. honey bee colonies producing honey in 2013 was
2.64 million (based on beekeepers who manage five or more colonies), 

up 4% from 2012.* 

Honeybees are popular with connoisseurs, farmers, fruit growers and mother nature. 
We not only owe the bees their valuable honey but as a busy pollinator of useful and wild
plants they are very significant along with being an important link in many communities,

Millions of acres of U.S. fruit, vegetable, oilseed and legume seed crops depend on insect 
pollination, which includes honey bees. According to a Cornell University study*, 

the increased production of 2010 agricultural crops as a result of honey bee pollination 
is  valued at more than $19 billion. 

Working bees have to fly out around 40,000 times for 1 lbs. of honey and cover a flight 
distance of approximately 75,000 miles. On a good day the bees can collect several pounds 
of flower nectar. By nature, bees are "flowering continuously", visiting the same plant species 

repeatedly during their bloom. 

This also means that they transfer the appropriate pollen to plants of the same type. Special
pollination beekeepers drive from one field to another thus ensuring the pollination of certain
crops, which also forms better fruit sets. The collection area of a single bee colony covers an

area of approximately 20 square miles.

In addition to producing honey, honey bees produce beeswax and help pollinate agricultural
crops, home gardens and wildlife habitat. The USDA has estimated that 80 percent of insect

crop pollination is accomplished by honey bees.* Rich harvests, abundant growth and natural
biodiversity depend heavily on bees and other insects. They secure the food base of many 

animal species. 

*National Honey Board - https://www.honey.com/
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The production of most beef and dairy products consumed in the United States is dependent
on insect-pollinated legumes (alfalfa, clover, etc.). What many do not know is, besides beef,

pork, and chicken, bees are among the 4 most important farm animals. 

Fruits and vegetables also benefit significantly, because yields and quality characteristics such
as weight, shape, sugar, acidity, germ power, fertility and storability are determined 

by the work of the bees. With their pollination performance honeybees secure the food base 
of many living things such as birds and small mammals. By excreting the seeds, they

contribute to the multiplication of plants, which in turn later generations of bees and other 
insects use as food. 

Without honey bees, there would be no almonds. Numerous other crops are 90 percent 
dependent on honey bee pollination. Some of those crops include apples, avocados,

blueberries, cherries, cranberries and sunflowers. Other crops such as cucumbers, kiwi fruit,
melons and vegetables are also pollinated by honey bees.
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Bees and Geopathic Zones
"Geo" obviously means "Earth" (or "Land"). The term "Pathic" indicates both a disease, 

as well as treatment. It also indicates the ability to feel, perceive or be sensitive to specific 
energies (as in telepathic). 

GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES are created by Water Veins, Earth Rays, Earth Radiation,
the Curry Grid, the Hartmann Grid, the Benker Grid, Rock Fractures, Rock Faults, 

Terrestrial Radiation and so on.
For more details:   hhttps://protectpro.net/geopathic-zones/

While humans should avoid long term or permanent exposure to Geopathic Zones, there are
plants and animals that are looking for and need such places; this is especially true of bees.

Locating a beehive directly over certain geopathic lines or crossings seems to have an
immense beneficial impact on the health of these colonies, and can improve the amount of

honey produced in a beehive and result in much stronger bee colonies. 

If you come across wild bee colonies you will find that they always settle in these Geopathic
Zones. So the beekeeper is advised to establish bee dwellings precisely in such Geopathic

Zones. Any good dowser or kinesiologists can help determine these locations.

Introducing  the SD25 B Smart Defender - Bees Protection & Well-being, 
This product is programmed to maintain Geopathic Zones in and around beehives in its

specfic designed area coverage.

Our other Protect Pro Smart Defender products such as the SD 5, SD 10, SD 50, etc., are 
designed to protect people and specifically neutralize Geopathic Zones, while giving 

protection from electromagnetic radiation and much more.
https://protectpro.net/5g-total-protection/
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Specifications   

19 cm x 2.2 cm
650 grams

7.5″ x 0.9″ 
23 ounces    

Made in Germany

BESA INSTITUTE CERTIFICATE
PROTECTION & WELL-BEING SD 25 B was scientifically tested and certified by the 

BESA INSTITUTE in Austria. The extensive findings of the test results
of the BESA INSTITUTE about the efficacy of the operation of our SD25 B device covers a total

of 313 pages of research and can be found on our website:
https://protectpro.net/besa-certificates/

BEES PROTECTION & WELL-BEING - SD 25 B device
The device is 3 layers of hard plastic plate functioning as a quantum physics computer with 

a diameter of 7.5″ and a thickness of 0.9″ and weighs 23 ounces. Our team developed 
software and hardware that enables programs to be saved permanently to this device. 

The program information creates a virtual geometric spherical shape. It creates energies, 
powers and harmonies which work in this area.   

For bees the device keeps geopathic zones active while harmonizing the electromagnetic 
radiation created by 4G and 5G, and it protects the bees from bee-eating enemies and the

danger of chemicals. 

This encircles in a sphere a radius of 75 feet, and a diameter of 150 feet. The location of the
device is also the center of the emissions range. The description and graphics can be found in

the text below. Within the effective range, any type of beehive – vertical, horizontal apiary
boxes, and hives of mud or clay, etc. - can be set up in any arrangement, along with usual
beekeeping knowledge. You cannot make a mistake when choosing a location to install the

SD25 B Bees Potection & Well-Being! 
The device must always be dry, so weatherproof it (plastic or wood, etc.). Any protection or

placement will not change its effectiveness.
Product Guarantee: 10 years. Made in Germany.

https://protectpro.net/bees-protection/
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The 7-Star Bee Design
Not all beekeepers know the term 7-Star Bee Design. It originated in the middle of the 19th

century and includes everything related to a bee colony. Historically, it cannot be determined
who invented the term "7-star bien". Unfortunately, only a small number of Beekeepers repro-

duced this design. This topic can be found in literature and on internet blogs.

power cycle. Today there are only about 300 7-Star properties in Germany.
So what does the geometry of the "STAR" do with regard to the bees?

The author and beekeeper Heinrich Sannemann wrote in his 1991 booklet titled “The Bees
and Its Real Job on Earth” (only available in German) that the bees being placed within the 

7-Star formation, are relieved of many diseases. He also goes into the point of artificial
insemination of the queen’s breeding which leads to the degeneration of the bees due to this

procedure. These things, so he believes, can be balanced by the vibration and energy 
increase of the 7-Star formation. He goes even one step further and says that this energy is

not only advantageous for the bees, but also for mother earth.
The 7-Star formation, the author explains, increases the energy vibration of the bees to such
an extent that the Varroa mites can hardly live together with the bees. Hence, any bee colony
in the 7-Star formation is largely free of Varroa mites, one of the biggest threats for the bees.

However, these colonies need more food because they have to create a higher temperature
for their brood nest, namely 39.5 ° instead of 34.5 °. The honey also has more energy and

quantity than the honey from colonies which are not placed in the 7-Star formation. With the
hives placed in the 7-Star formation, there are few to no mites and consequently less or no
waste will be found. As well, less or no toxic chemical products for pests need be applied.

This design of the 7-Star form was discovered by
the crusaders under circumstances not fully known
to us but we know they brought it back to European
countries. Since then, it was implemented by the
Catholic Church for hundreds of years in cathe-
drals, houses of worship and other places of reli-
gious ceremonies to increase harmonies and
power. 
The 7-Star form consists of a circle with 7 star tips
in circular form at the same distance from each
other. From there the straight lines run to the center
of the circle and form a star.

Terrestrial and cosmic energies are captured via
these star tips, which act like antennas transmitting
to the center and from there arched back to the tips
in a constant cycle.The circle diameter is normally
39 feet. The beekeepers must place beehives, of
any type, exactly on the star tips. This is how they
integrate their bee colonies in the energy and 
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Also interesting are Sannemann’s statements that a breeding queen and her colony vibrate at
about 450 Hz; one swarm queen and her colony vibrate at around 642 Hz. However a 

7-Star queen and her colony vibrate at around 999 Hz and a swarm of bees in the fully active
7-Star formation vibrate even at 1321 Hz. As varroa mites vibrate only around 444 Hz, it is 

obvious that they cannot tolerate the high vibration frequency of the bees in the 7-Star format
and fall off.

The 7-Star format bundles the existing terrestrial and cosmic energies and gives energies,
powers and harmonies to the bees in their dwelling. The exact placement of the bee hives on
the star tips is absolutely required, otherwise it will not work. Many beekeepers are completely

unfamiliar with this 7-Star method, or feel it is too complicated for application. 
Thus, this form of beekeeping can rarely be found in beekeeping practice currently.
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The “Bien” – The Heart of the Hive
The “Bien” is a German word which stems from the word “Bienen” = Bees, which 

encompasses the heart of the hive concept or superorganism. Besides the qualities of the 
superorganism, the Bien also includes the spiritual center and life force of the hive.  

Collectively the Bien is conscious and alive, like a living heart and brain, and operates as a
unified thought. This leads to the concept of the colony as one whole being; 

for a bee there is no 'my', there is no ‘I’, there is only the whole, the Bien.

Bees making a bridge to unite two bee swarm parts in one. 



The 14-Star Design 
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT  

The IPC EUROPE team has developed a new, more advanced form: The 14-Star Design.
This new model is based on the sound knowledge and experience of the 7-Star format 

but in an expanded unique form. The 14-Star has a radius of 75 feet, a diameter of 150 feet, 
a circumference of 515 feet and 14 Star tips on the circumference at the same distance.

The distance from the star tip to star tip is 25.72 ° or 37 feet.
An essential difference, from the 7-Star, is any model of hive can now be placed anywhere in

the emissions range of the location of the SD25 B device site, 75 feet  in all directions.
As the exact placement of the bee hives on the tips of the circle is not necessary, 

it makes its use uncomplicated and very practical.
The intense scientific tests that have been run at the BESA INSTITUT in Austria, have fully
confirmed the product’s efficacy against harmful electromagnetic radiation  and predators. 

As well it significantly neutralizes harmful chemicals and all -cides. 
See details page 13

Our programming expertise makes this possible. It is up to the beekeeper how many hives are
placed in this area. We would recommend to place the colonies sensibly. Everywhere in the

emissions range, the bees are in the energy, power and harmony field of  the 
"Bee in 14-Star".

An important tip:
The beekeeper should not change anything at first! Not any of the methods being used so far,

whether they were chemical or natural! Set up the SD25B device! Finished!
The device is always the center of the 14-Star Bien and the starting point

of the 75 feet radius. At the point that the beekeeper observes that the colonies have 
stabilized, operate at a higher vibration level and bee pests have become fewer,

then the beekeeper can decide from their own judgement to reduce or discontinue 
using any other chemical or other products.
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The “Bien” in 14-Star
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With the “Bien in 7-Star” every bee colony must be positioned 
exactly on the tips of the stars.

Otherwise the 7-Star effect will not work.

With the “Bien in 14-Star” the bee colonies can be positioned 
anywhere and everywhere within the 75 feet around the SD25 B

and it will always work.



BESA Institute Austria
The scientific test of the BESA INSTITUT in Austria showed that the 

SD25 B Bee Protection & Well-being device significantly neutralizes the harmful effects of
electromagnetic radiation, pesticides, bee pests and predators.

From the various other technologies and applications we have developed, we know that we
succeed on this so-called information level. So we reduce or even neutralize (nullify) these

harmful effects on bees.  

Of course we couldn't help but build a “Gimmick” into the program; every honey bee that
leaves the hive receives a small mini defense information input which has the ongoing task to
neutralize harmful radiation, pesticides, and genetic engineering. Since we have not yet been

able to "interview" the bees in this regard, let's just assume that it works. We are looking 
forward to future feedback from beekeepers to confirm these observations.

The effect of the device against harmful electromagnetic radiation was certified by the BESA
INSTITUTE Austria as done on humans. As for the testing with bees, because bees are also

live organisms, we assume that this neutralizing effect also holds true for bees. 
You can find the entire test on our website.  The test results from the BESA INSTITUTE are
impressive and confirm the effective neutralization of artificial electromagnetic interference
fields, as well as giving protection against genetically manipulated plants and chemicals. 

(see page 13)
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Wild Bees
The real bee lover likes to take care of wild bees in addition to their own bee colonies. 
Our product would improve their survival because it also contributes to the big puzzle: LIFE. 
Like their relatives, the Honey Bee, the Wild Bee also has its survival threatened, sharing the same 
problems and threats to hive health. 
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Here is an partial list of pesticides (-cides) and the many types of chemicals that are 
neutralized, as well as typical predators. Comprehensive details with the intensive test results

and elaborations of the  BESA INSTITUTE in Austria are on our website:
https://protectpro.net/besa-certificates/

BEE EATING ENEMIES neutralized
ANTS
SOME BEETLES
BEE EATERS
BEE PESTS
FOREST ANTS
HONEY EATER
KLOPTOPARASITES
MICE
SHREWS
BIRDS
WASPS

CHEMICALS neutralized

1,2-BENZISOTHIAZOLINE-3-ON, NACL

1,3,5-TRIS2-HYDROXYETHYL-HEXAH

2-HYDROXYMETHYL-2 NITRO1,3-PROP

7-ETHYLBICYCLOOXAZOLIDINE

BENZOTRIAZOLE

BENZYLHEMIOFORMAL

CHLORACETAMIDE

CHLOROXYLENOL

CVHLOROCRESOL (PCMC)

DIBROMODICYANOBUTAN

DIQUATDIBROMID

GENETICALLY MANIPULATED SUBSTANCES
neutralized
GMO CHEMICALS
GMO SUBSTANCES
GMO TOXINE
GENE CORE VARIETIES,
GENE CEREAL VARIETIES
GENE PLANTS
GLUFOSINATE
GLYPHOSATE
IODOPROPINYLCARBOMAT
METHYL-BIS / METHYLOXAZOLIDINE
NITROBUTYL / MORPHOLIN / ETHYL
NEONICOTINOIDE
NEONICOTINOID INSECTICIDES
OCTYLISIOTHIAZOLINONE
TRICLOSAN

-Cides neutralized
ACARICIDES
ALGICIDES
ARBORICIDES
AVICIDES
BACTERICIDES
FUNGICIDES
HERBICIDES
INSECTICIDES 
MOLLUSCICIDES
NEMATICIDES
NEONICOTINOIDS
PESTICIDES
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Literature:
https://protectpro.net/geopathic-zones/
National Honey Board https://www.honey.com/
https://www.besserer-imkerhonig.de/siebenstern/
http://schintlinghorny.de/der-bien/
https://lebensraumsachsen.de/buchtip/der-bien-im-siebenstern/
http://www.lebensnetz.org/empfehlung/der-bien-im-siebenstern
Book: “Der Bien im Siebenstern” (German only) by Volker von Schintling-Horny, LSH Verlag



IPC USA Corp

1062 Cephas Road   33765 Clearwater, FL  USA

https://hienergy.biz     https://protectpro.net

ipcusacorp@gmail.com   Tel + 1 - 727 - 470 2134

Our informat ion is not conf i rmed by any off ic ia l  US inst i tut ion.  Our products do not diagnose, t reat or prevent disease. Our products do not contain any mater ia ls
that are magnet ic,  e lectromagnet ic,  radioact ive,  toxic or caust ic.  We reserve the r ight  to make changes in the ent i re product range. The current product may di ffer

f rom our l i terature,  websi te,  samples,  t rade fair  exhibi t ions,  etc. .

IPC
Improve your life
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Bees Protection & Well Being 
The experiences with the Bien in the 7-Star formation, and our concept of the Bien in the 14-Star 

formation, show the SD25 B Bees Protection & Wellbeing device validity and use. 
We look forward to future reports and  feedback from the beekeepers who work with the SD 25 B:

they maintain and pass on the joy of beekeeping,
an increase of the honey yield,

improved honey quality,
preserved and multiple healthy colonies,,

a simplified work around the bees,
secure pollination,

offer bees a good quality of life,
help to live in the best coordination with the bees,

improve the quality of life of humans and bees,
and thereby improve the overall quality of life on our earth.

With my very best regards
In Love & Gratitude

Norbert Heuser
CEO

IPC USA Corp


